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The Pink Marker Movement is a

powerful movement where you re-

write the labels that have been

covering you, and likely muting your

voice. 

 

Through the Pink Marker Course, you

will identify, challenge and re-write

the labels that depict your story.

Take back the power of your voice

by bringing your story to the surface

in a powerful and moving way. 

 

Be sure to stay tuned

wtih what is new on

our Influentials

Podcast. This season

we have extremely

talented guests that

are going to be

talking all things

entrepreneurship ,

faith, business,

leadership and so

much more. 



As the year is wrapping up

people all around the world

are getting ready to celebrate

the holidays and reflect on

the previous year while

looking forward to the next

one. Here at Advocates we

are also feeling very festive

as we are also celebrating

our 5th Anniversary as a

company. 

 

We begin to reflect on how far

we have come while also

looking forward to the year

and future ahead. We are so

proud of what Advocates

stands for as a company and

we feel honored to hold a

space for others to feel seen,

supported and empowered.

 

 We wish everyone the

happiest holiday season and

a blessed new year! 

Much love,
Advocates in

Action

This Christmas Season

Advocates has teamed up with

Together We Rise. This

organization's goal is to provide

a better and more joyful foster

care experience for every child

they can. Each year they help

over 400,000 kids in foster care.

They do this through their

programs such as back to

school, moving teens into

college, birthday boxes and so

much more. Together We Rise

has impacted children's lives in

such a positive way. Advocates

has pledged to fill three

stockings for children this

Christmas. We are thrilled to be

apart of a cause such as this

one. Check out this amazing

foundation at

https://www.togetherwerise.org



5 years, what an accomplishment.

There have been so many things

that have changed over the last 5

years. I am in awe of the work

that we continue to do and the

mission we continue to serve. 

 

Advocates has embraced

#Transformation and we are

looking into 2022 with

expectancy and elation! With our

grand re-opening in the Winter of

2022, Advocates is bringing

Advocacy to Main Street and

beyond! I am so excited to see

our growth in spite of all the

challenges we have faced. 

 

We look forward to all that 2022

has to offer! 

Happy 5th
 Birthday

Advocates

Much love,
Joy M. England- 
CEO & Founder

WOW!!!


